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Engage the entire unit-based team in 
providing a “wow” experience during a 
new member’s first visit.

Use tools like the New Member Identifier 
in KP HealthConnect to flag new members 
and give them a little extra TLC during 
their visit.

Provide new members with information 
packets (with, for example, important 
phone numbers, a facility map, pharmacy 
hours) that will help them access all of 
KP’s services.

Make every member’s visit special with  
a warm welcome. Take time to answer 
questions about KP, or even offer a  
mini-tour of the facility before or after  
an appointment.

Follow up on first visits with a thank-you 
card or survey to find out how the visit 
went and how it could be improved.

Sign members up for kp.org while they  
are waiting in the reception area or exam 
room. Take time to explain the benefits of 
using kp.org — for instance, the ability to 
refill prescriptions by mail or manage a 
child’s care online.

Create a friendly competition in your 
department to see how many members  
a staffer can get to try mail-order refills  
or KP.org.

Use service-improvement tools that help 
your team connect with members. Check 
with your UBT consultant or regional  
LMP Council for suggestions.

Improve access to KP services by working 
with your team to reduce the time  
members have to wait for appointments.

Help new members get to know their care 
providers by providing a physician biography 
or a brief introduction about the nurse or 
pharmacist they will be seeing that day.
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When we help KP membership grow,  
we help make KP stronger and our jobs more 
secure. One of the best ways to grow KP 
membership is to provide great service to 
every member we serve — especially to  
new members during their first interactions 
with Kaiser Permanente. Many teams are 
finding new ways to enhance the member 
experience and keep new members  
with KP for the long haul.

These practices are gleaned from reporting done by LMP Communications across Kaiser Permanente and from data entered 
into UBT Tracker. They are intended not as a definitive list but as a starting point for team discussions.


